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Abstract

This project investigates an innovative database technology, CouchDB, by
way of assessing its use in applications derived from the British Council
Activity Mapping project. The project’s aim is to examine the advantages
and disadvantages of CouchDB from the perspective of a web applications
developer.

CouchDB combines a web server with a data storage mechanism. Data
is stored in the form of denormalised documents, and queried through map-
reduce functions which result in the creation of indexed views.

The project considers the suitability of CouchDB as a data store and
web development platform in support of an existing relational database ap-
plication, with an assessment of the strengths of both approaches.
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Section 1

Introduction

The MSc Computer Science project described in this report aims to in-
vestigate a relatively new database product called CouchDB, from a web
application development perspective [10] [13]. I have built a simple business
application, and use this as the test case from which to evaluate CouchDB’s
suitability as a web development platform.

1.1 Motivation

The motivation for the project is to understand what can be gained by
moving away from traditional relational database systems towards a range
of ‘key-value store’ products which have emerged recently to deal with the
challenges of very large data volumes in online environments.

The background to the project is one of rapid change, inspired by the
emergence of a set of innovative open-source non-relational (also known as
‘NoSql’1) database products.

These ‘NoSql’ database products are challenging the accepted, standard
use of relational database management systems as the only storage mecha-
nism used by developers when storing data. Relational databases have been
very successful in the past, and are likely to remain so, but in a certain
sub-set of usage scenarios, non-relational systems are starting to take their
place.

1.2 Does ‘one size’ still ‘fit all’?

One of the original pioneers of relational database research, Michael Stone-
braker [46] [25], stated in a 2005 paper [45] that established, relational,
database management systems (DBMSs) would face increased competition
from newer architectures:

1Pronounced ‘No-See-Quel’
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SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION 4

“The last 25 years of commercial DBMS development can be
summed up in a single phrase: ‘One size fits all’. This phrase
refers to the fact that the traditional DBMS architecture (orig-
inally designed and optimised for business data processing) had
been used to support many data-centric applications with widely
varying characteristics and requirements.

[. . . ] we argue that this concept is no longer applicable to the
database market, and that the commercial world will fracture
into a collection of independent database engines, some of which
may be unified by a common front-end parser.”

Why does this matter? Does ‘one size fit all’? Up until recent years, the
answer has always been ‘yes’: practically every data-centric IT project over
the past 25 years has used a relational database to persist data. Systems
developers accept normalisation as a standard part of the software develop-
ment process. However, as I explore in this project, there are times when it
is more economical and effective to take a different approach to the problem
of data storage.

1.3 Organisation

The sections are organised in the following way:

• in Section 2, I discuss the background and technological developments
in the database arena since the original work on relational systems
in the 1970s. I also introduce the Activity Mapping system, which
formed the test case for an application, written using CouchDB, for
this project;

• in Section 3, I introduce the open-source, document-oriented database
CouchDB;

• in Section 4, I provide an overview of CouchDB’s application program-
ming interface;

• in Section 5, I describe some initial experiments in serving HTML from
a CouchDB database - that is, using CouchDB to store both data and
application code;

• in Section 6, I develop the project further, using CouchApp as an ap-
plications framework to serve GeoRSS data for consumption on Google
and Bing maps;

• in Section 7, I conclude with a critical assessment of CouchDB as a
platform for web application development, based on the investigation
carried out for this project.



Section 2

Background

In recent years a new generation of data stores have emerged which approach
data persistence in a different way to the established relational model.

In this section, I briefly discuss this relational model, and describe some
of the recent challenges which have led to the development of the newer,
alternative, database systems.

2.1 The Relational Model

The relational model was first formulated and proposed in 1969 by Ted
Codd, and described in an extremely influential paper published in June
1970. [15]

One description [54] of Codd’s relational model reads as follows:

“The fundamental assumption of the relational model is that all
data is represented as mathematical n-ary relations, where an n-
ary relation is a subset of the Cartesian product of n domains.”

A relation is defined as a set of tuples, where a tuple is a set of attribute
values. The conventional visual representation is to represent relations as
tables, tuples as rows, and attributes as columns.

The main advantage of the relational database is its precise and math-
ematically proven organisation of data. In this context it is important
to recognise that the relational model is a logical model. Both relational
databases and non-relational databases (such as file systems, or ‘NoSql’
databases) commonly use B-Trees as their underlying data structure. Seen
from this perspective, the question of whether a database is ‘relational’ or
not is more a matter of how applications use the database - a relational
database represents its data to the user in the form of relations, tuples and
attributes (tables, rows and columns). [49]

5



SECTION 2. BACKGROUND 6

2.2 Relational Database Management Systems

The term ‘Relational Database Management System’ refers to the class of
databases which follow Codd’s relational model. The most popular commer-
cial (DB2, Oracle, Sybase/Sql Server) and open source (MySql, PostgreSQL)
databases in use over the past three decades have been based on this model.

These products have been very successful, and provide data persistence
for the vast majority of web and desktop applications developed today.
Indeed, the very term ‘database’ has become associated with relational
databases to such an extent that non-relational databases are often referred
to as ‘non-relational data stores’ for clarity. (Formally, and in its original
meaning, the term ‘database’ simply means a collection of data.)

2.3 Normalisation

A key factor in relational data storage is data normalisation.
Data normalisation is the process which aims to ensure that each element

of data is stored in one, and only one, place. This ensures data integrity by
means of removing duplication. [48]

The first level of normalisation, ‘first normal form’, requires that each
data item (table cell) contains an atomic value - typically, a single number,
string, or date value. First normal form does not permit sets, or other
structures as valid data item values.

Consider, for example, a table (let’s call it ‘Staff’) containing staff records:

Name Nationality

Bob Australia
Jane Sweden

All is well, until the system encounters a staff member with multiple
nationalities:

Name Nationality

Bob Australia
Jane Sweden
Alice United Kingdom, South Africa

This second table breaks the rules of normalisation, and would not be
valid in any of the relational database management systems listed above.
The standard way to solve this problem would be to create two more tables:
a ‘Nationality’ table, with a ‘StaffNationality’ table, linked with Primary
and Foreign Keys.

While this is a trivial example, it can be seen that changing real-world
business rules can lead to changes in data schemata - which can naturally
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be expensive, as database developers need to be brought in to make the
necessary amendments.

In a non-relational database (such as CouchDB), Alice’s record could be
stored as follows:

{

"name": "Alice",

"nationality": [

"United Kingdom",

"South Africa"

]

}

This record (or ‘document’ in CouchDB terminology) can be stored in
the database alongside the other records, without a change in schema. For
this reason, CouchDB and other ‘NoSql’ products are sometimes referred to
as ‘schema-less’ database management systems.

The notation used is JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). This will be
discussed in more detail in Section 3.

2.4 SQL

A major benefit of following normalisation rules is to permit easier retrieval
of data using the set-based, declarative query language SQL. Originally de-
veloped by IBM in the early 1970s, SQL (Structured Query Language) be-
came an international standard during the 1980s. [22] [25]

To continue with our trivial example, the following SQL statement could
be used to determine how many staff members of each nationality are em-
ployed:

SELECT Nationality, COUNT(*) FROM Staff GROUP BY Nationality

For this to work, the table needs to store atomic values. In our example
above, this query would result in ‘United Kingdom, South Africa’ being
considered a distinct nationality.

In Section 4, I will discuss map-reduce, which is the method used by
CouchDB and some other ‘NoSql’ systems to query the database.

2.5 Transactional Guarantees

A further, very significant, aspect of traditional database management sys-
tems is that they provide a set of transactional guarantees referred to by
the acronym ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability). These
properties guarantee that database transactions are processed reliably. Most
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systems rely on data access (read and write) locking to provide ACID capa-
bilities. [50]

The goal of these transactional guarantees is to ensure that, as far as
the user is concerned, the database is always in a consistent state; that, at
any given moment in time, there is only ‘one version of the truth’ for each
data item in the system. In the canonical example, if a sum of money is
transferred from one account to another, the system must ensure that both
accounts are amended correctly. To the user of the system, it must appear
as if the changes happen at the same time in both places. [37]

For a banking application, it is vital that the database provides the
appearance of complete consistency, even though, in reality, the debit and
credit do not happen at the exact same time. Even in the event of hardware
or network failure, traditional relational database management systems must
have the ability to roll-back to a consistent state so that data integrity is
assured at all times.

The paradigm which is followed by such a RDBMS is that data must
appear, at least, to be held in one place; and that each atomic data value
represents the only version of the truth at a given moment in time. This is
vital for banking and airline booking systems.

However, many applications do not require such strict transactional guar-
antees. Since the arrival of the Internet, we are more comfortable with mul-
tiple versions of the same data existing in different places - for example,
we cache web pages on proxy servers to reduce network latency. Users of
web pages are, generally, tolerant of slightly stale pages; however, they are
extremely intolerant of latency (a delay in the time it takes to load the page).

Caching data in many places, so that the data is near to the user when
it is needed, is the best way to reduce latency. There may no longer be
a ‘single version of the truth’, but for many applications, the trade-off is
worthwhile.

2.6 The ‘NoSql’ Movement

‘NoSql’ refers to a range of non-relational database products which have
emerged in recent years. The term ‘NoSql’ is itself slightly tongue-in-
cheek, made in reference to the popular naming scheme for classic relational
database management systems (MySQL, PostgreSQL etc.)1.

‘NoSql’ is used to refer to data stores which do not provide all the services
of the established relational database management systems described above.
In particular, these newer products are distinctive in two main areas:

• Non-relational database systems allow row entries (tuples) of arbitrary
length containing attributes of arbitrary data types. In other words,

1During the summer of 2010, as this project report was being prepared, a set of meetings
took place world-wide under the theme of ‘a NoSql Summer’[1]
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data is not stored in the form of normalised tables, and records do not
need to conform to any pre-determined schema.

• ‘NoSql’ databases do not, generally, attempt to provide strong transac-
tional guarantees, since such guarantees are expensive to ensure with
very high volumes of data distributed over a large number of nodes.

2.7 ‘NoSql’ databases at large scale

Much of the impetus for this new breed of database product came from
the experiences of large-scale web-based services such as Google, Yahoo,
Facebook and Amazon. Originally, such services began with single-node
databases. As they grew into global brands, they found it increasingly dif-
ficult to add sufficient system capacity, and thus started to consider new
architectures which could scale to many thousands of nodes in various dat-
acentres around the world. [16]

The experience of these large-scale data providers was that, in many ap-
plication domains, it was acceptable to relax the strict transactional guar-
antees provided by the relational DBMS. For example, in a social network-
ing application, availability is far more important than consistency in its
strictest form.

To give an example: if Alice in London updates her Facebook status,
it doesn’t really matter if Bob in Singapore sees a ‘stale’ version for a few
seconds. Of course, in a foreign exchange trading application, those few
seconds would make a huge difference. ‘NoSql’ systems are generally in-
tended for the Facebook scenario. Foreign exchange trading requires the
very strict data integrity provided, for example, by traditional relational
database management systems such as Oracle.

In the Facebook example, we may be content with weaker forms of con-
sistency. The data is held in replicas around the world, so that neither
Alice nor Bob are kept waiting too long to see their Facebook pages. These
replicas are not guaranteed to be in the same state all the time, but are
guaranteed to eventually converge to a consistent state.

Holding replica data sets in multiple locations also promotes partition
tolerance, that is, the ability to keep the service running despite hardware
or network failure. If the London datacenter were to go off-line, Alice would
still be able to get hold of her data, albeit more slowly, from one of the other
datacenters around the world.

In a paper describing the system used by Yahoo! [16], the authors de-
scribe this approach to consistency as follows:

“Occasionally, an entire datacenter will go down (e.g., if the
power is cut) or become unreachable (e.g., if the network cable
is cut), and then any records mastered in that datacenter will
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become unwriteable. This scenario exposes the known trade-off
between consistency, availability, and partition tolerance: only
two of these three properties can be guaranteed at all times.
Since our database is global, partitions will happen and cannot
cause an outage, and thus in reality we only have a choice be-
tween consistency and availability.”

2.8 Brewer’s ‘CAP’ Theorem

The idea of trading off consistency for availability is a key feature of ‘NoSql’
databases. Reference is often made to Eric Brewer’s conjecture [27] that it
is impossible for a web service to provide the following three guarantees:

• Consistency

• Availability

• Partition tolerance

Of course, any data persistence mechanism used by global-scale web
services require a high degree of partition tolerance: the ability to continue
service despite occasional unavailability of nodes or network links. [26] In
other words, availability and partition tolerance are essential, but strict
consistency is not - so a looser model of consistency is considered a price
worth paying.

This realisation - that ‘eventual’ consistency is often sufficient - has had
the effect of unleashing a large amount of innovative effort in the area of
database systems development. The code-base required to ensure ACID
guarantees in traditional DBMSs is complex, and the newer systems have
had the luxury of foregoing such development to concentrate solely on scal-
able, available data storage solutions.

In addition, these ‘NoSql’ data stores do not have to be as ‘intelligent’
as their predecessors: the burden of ensuring data integrity now lies very
squarely with the application, not the database. At most, a ‘NoSql’ system
may provide some rudimentary validation, but it does not enforce a schema
in the same way as traditional relational systems. It may be a little unfair to
describe them in this way, but compared with traditional databases, ‘NoSql’
systems are simply ‘dumb’ repositories of data. This has meant, of course,
that the code-base required for ‘NoSql’ systems is much smaller. In the case
of CouchDB, this means the database can be installed anywhere, from web
servers, to desktops, even hand-held devices and mobile phones.
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2.9 Reducing the Impedance Mismatch

The term ‘object-relational impedance mismatch’ refers to a set of difficulties
encountered by object-oriented applications developers when storing objects
in relational databases. Over the years, a set of Object-Relational Mapping
(O/RM) tools have emerged - examples are: Active Record [41], Hibernate
[9] and Entity Framework [39]. These tools are very widely used by applica-
tions developers to ‘bridge the gap’ between the object and relational data
models.

However, O/RM tools are complex, and thus difficult to maintain2.
Another tactic used by application developers is to use SQL Views -

effectively, de-normalising data so that the data model is closer to the ap-
plication’s object model.

A key advantage of ‘NoSql’ systems is that they accept data of any
structure, so that the developer does not need to fragment the data into
relational tables in order to store it. This by-passes the object-relational
mismatch problem entirely, and radically simplifies application development.
[36]

2.10 Benefits of ‘NoSql’

As discussed, ‘NoSql’ databases take a fresh look at the problem of data
persistence. They take advantage of Moore’s Law - disk space has become
so economical as to be almost free; memory has grown so large it is now
measured in Gigabytes, so that many databases can fit entirely in memory.

• ‘NoSql’ databases provide benefits to consumers in the form of cached,
replicated, always-available data.

• They provide benefits to enterprises, because, for reporting data, it is
cheaper to operate a ‘NoSql’ databases at scale: managing clusters of
relational database management systems is very expensive. It’s better
to reserve this expense for transactional processing, and to off-load the
reporting burden to a cheaper, more scaleable product. CouchDB, for
example, is designed to run reliably on clusters of low-cost, commodity-
grade hardware.

• Finally, ‘NoSql’ databases provide benefits to developers, through an
easier way to persist and access data, as well as greater flexibility of
schema. The persistence layer, in effect, uses the same data model as
the application layer.

2An entertaining and informative essay on the topic [40] describes object-relational
mapping as ‘the Vietnam of Computer Science’, referring to the quagmire of the Vietnam
war.
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2.11 Ad-hoc Querying - the ‘Achilles Heel’ of ‘NoSql’

It doesn’t come as much of a surprise that the main disadvantage of ‘NoSql’
solutions is the lack of SQL support - or (to state it more generally) the lack
of ad-hoc querying support. As we will see in the case of CouchDB, queries
are pre-computed using map-reduce functions; there is little capability to
query the system in an arbitrary way.

(A similar ‘NoSql’ product, MongoDB, does allow for SQL-like dynamic
querying [38].)

Very often, a ‘NoSql’ solution is used for standard reporting purposes,
where the reporting requirements are well-known in advance. The data itself
will come from a relational database, with business teams using SQL against
the relational database for ad-hoc queries. In this way, the ‘NoSql’ solution
is a cached representation of the database, used purely for reporting; the
established and more expensive relational system can be kept in continued
use for both transactional processing and ad-hoc querying using SQL.

2.12 The Activity Mapping Project

The rest of this section introduces the Activity Mapping Project, which is
a project I have been developing for the British Council. [2]

The British Council is the United Kingdom’s international organisation
for cultural relations. It has offices in over 100 countries and territories
world-wide. In 2009-2010, the organisation had a turnover of £705 million.
[20]

2.13 Raising Awareness of British Council Impact
in the UK

The main aim of the Activity Mapping project is to raise awareness of the
work the British Council does for communities throughout the UK. The web-
site for the project is http://activitymap.britishcouncil.org. This site
consists of a set of many hundreds of maps, displaying the range of educa-
tional, arts, youth and science projects supported by the British Council in
the UK.

http://activitymap.britishcouncil.org
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Figure 2.1: British Council project data displayed on Bing Maps

The data from these maps is exported to a set of static files in HTML and
XML/GeoRSS [4] formats from an internal (Microsoft SQL Server) database
containing project information.

The internal system used to upload data from each of the approximately
200 British Council initiatives was written using C# and ASP.Net on Mi-
crosoft Visual Studio. It accepts uploads from internal staff members in
spreadsheet format, and uses string-matching techniques to de-duplicate in-
stitution names and locations. The result of this work is that, an organi-
sation, the British Council now has a unified view of the work undertaken
with each partner institution throughout the UK.

Outputs from the Activity Mapping have included letters to MPs, on-
line maps for each MP and local authority, reports for overseas education
ministers, and a Google Earth presentation for display in the reception area
of our offices.
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Figure 2.2: British Council data on Google Earth

The MSc project described in this report uses data from the Activity
Mapping Project. The aim is to investigate the extent to which it is possible
to use CouchDB to store the Activity Mapping data in document format
rather than as relational data, and then to use CouchDB’s built-in web
server to serve the data in HTML and GeoRSS formats.

2.14 Using CouchDB to Serve Mapping Data

Currently, the generated .html and .xml files are stored statically on the
British Council’s web server, and a logical next step would be to build a
back-end database that would serve the data dynamically.

Since the data for the maps is read-only, reporting the activity for the
previous year, I feel that it would be a good fit for the back-end data store
to be something like CouchDB - in effect, using CouchDB as a web caching
layer.

The data is already structured (by being exported from the British Coun-
cil’s relational database). The main tasks for CouchDB would be to store
the reporting data in JSON format, and to transform this data on demand
to GeoRSS or KML [7] formats, for consumption by Microsoft Bing Maps,
Google Maps, Google Earth, etc.

This is a report into my investigation into writing an application using
CouchDB to fulfil these requirements. I am interested to explore how ready
this new technology is for ‘prime time’ - that is, to what extent it is ready
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for adoption by web applications developers, such as myself, who are used
to developing solutions on current standard platforms.3

3In my case, the bulk of my experience has been in C# and ASP.Net; I also have some
experience working with PHP and Drupal.



Section 3

Introduction to CouchDB

The non-relational database that I focused on for this MSc project is Apache
CouchDB. [10] Written in Erlang, CouchDB combines a web (HTTP) server
with a data storage mechanism. Data is stored in a series of B-Tree indexes
as key-value pairs, where each value is expressed in terms of a JSON string.
[30]

3.1 ‘Of the Web’

The feature of combining a web server with B-Tree based data storage has
been key to CouchDB’s success as a project: all modern programming lan-
guages have libraries that implement communication over HTTP. As a re-
sult, it is possible to write code that uses CouchDB in practically any lan-
guage. A developer using CouchDB is thus able to dispense with object-
relational mapping layers and database connectivity libraries which are re-
quired to communicate with standard DBMSs. [52]

The other advantage of combining a web server and database engine is
that the web presentation layer (the ‘web pages’) can be stored in CouchDB
itself, alongside the data. The HTML and JavaScript needed to render the
data to a web page can be stored in CouchDB design documents. It is this
innovative storage of data and code in one place which I take advantage of
in this project.

An often-used quote about CouchDB by Jacob Kaplan-Moss, the creator
of the web application framework Django [3], emphasises the possibilities
which emerge from combining web and database technologies in a single
product:

“. . . Let me tell you something: Django may be built for the
Web, but CouchDB is built of the Web. I’ve never seen software
that so completely embraces the philosophies behind HTTP. [. . . ]
HTTP is the lingua franca of our age; if you speak HTTP, it

16
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opens up all sorts of doors. There’s something almost subversive
about CouchDB; it’s completely language-, platform-, and OS1-
agnostic.” [31]

Normally, a web development project requires two separate servers - a
database server and a web applications server. CouchDB combines both of
these in one single product. As a result, it is interesting to explore CouchDB
as an all-in-one solution for serving both data and HTML code.

3.2 Some History

CouchDB was started by Damien Katz in 2004, as an ‘indexable schema-less
database’ [33]. It draws many ideas from Lotus Notes, a product that Katz
worked on at IBM. Lotus Notes is also a document-oriented system which
can be used as a platform for web applications.

A very interesting 30-minute talk by Katz about his motivation for the
CouchDB project is available here: [32]. In the talk, Katz describes his
decision to sell his house, move his family and live from savings in order to
establish a new free software project. (For a more technical discussion with
Katz about CouchDB, see [55].)

3.3 Document-Oriented

CouchDB is a ‘document-oriented’ database where each ‘document’ is a
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) string. JSON is a lightweight data ex-
change format, based on a subset of the JavaScript programming language.
It is often used for serialising and transmitting structured data over a net-
work connection, and has established itself in recent years as an alternative
to XML. [6]

The following example (taken from Wikipedia [53]) shows the JSON
representation of an object that describes a person:

{

"firstName": "John",

"lastName": "Smith",

"age": 25,

"address": {

"streetAddress": "21 2nd Street",

"city": "New York",

"state": "NY",

"postalCode": "10021"

},

1Operating System
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"phoneNumber": [

{ "type": "home", "number": "212 555-1234" },

{ "type": "fax", "number": "646 555-4567" }

]

}

Consider the use of NULL values in relational databases: in a relational
database table, we would usually represent addresses in countries which
don’t use postal codes by putting a NULL value in the postalCode field.
In CouchDB and other similar systems, the absence of a postal code would
simply be denoted by its absence in the document itself - this is much more
in line with what we intuitively expect from real-world experience.

The schema is flexible, so, if we wish to, we may legitimately store the
following document in the very same ‘addressbook’ database:

{

"company": "British Council Zambia",

"address": {

"streetAddress": "Heroes Place\nCairo Road\nPO Box 34571",

"city": "Lusaka",

"country": "Zambia"

}

}

(Note that \n denotes a new line character, so that, in this case the
streetAddress spans three separate printed lines).

In Section 4, I will demonstrate how these documents are uploaded to,
and retrieved from, a CouchDB server.

3.4 Erlang

Damien Katz chose to develop CouchDB using Erlang. The Erlang pro-
gramming language was developed by Ericsson to support distributed, fault-
tolerant, non-stop telecoms applications. A key element in its reliability is
that it is a functional language which avoids mutable data. There is no
shared memory state between processes, so that if a process in Erlang en-
counters a problem, that process can be shut down without affecting the
rest of the system. Compiled Erlang code has been known to run for years
in telecoms switches with zero downtime. [14] [24]

Reliability is one of the main objectives of the CouchDB project. One of
the core developers on the project, J Chris Anderson, describes how using
Erlang, together with write-only B-Tree structures for data, promotes this:

“The overall effect of this design is to maximise for reliability and
concurrency. There is no way to corrupt the data, as we never
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touch what we’ve already written to disk. Erlang can support
as many simultaneous readers as resources allow, which we’ve
found in practice to be in the tens of thousands.” [11]

3.5 How Ubuntu uses CouchDB

The Ubuntu Linux operating system uses CouchDB as an on-board database
for application settings. This is similar to the way that the Microsoft Win-
dows registry stores settings for programs running on a particular computer
[43].

The innovative element about Ubuntu’s ‘Desktop Couch’ is that it can
take advantage of CouchDB’s replication capabilities. Desktop Couch can
communicate every ten minutes with a CouchDB instance on an external
web server, known as the UbuntuOne service [5]. Currently, every Ubuntu
desktop user can sign up for 2GB of free space on the UbuntuOne CouchDB
server. CouchDB can also store files as well as application settings, so the
system can be used for secure off-site backup of important files.

Client applications running on Ubuntu desktop may save their data to
Desktop Couch. For example, the Firefox web browser may save website
bookmarks to Desktop Couch. Then, as a background process, the book-
marks are synchronised to the UbuntuOne server. Subsequently, when the
user goes to another machine, the Desktop Couch on that machine may fetch
the latest bookmarks data from UbuntuOne. As a result, the data follows
the user around from machine to machine.

In this way, a user can store their contacts, internet bookmarks, music
files, and so on, in multiple places and have them constantly available [34].
Since CouchDB is available for multiple platforms (Windows, Mac, Android,
etc.) the data can be made available across different devices, not just Ubuntu
desktop PCs. A short (2 minute) video illustration of this is available here:
[19].

3.6 Desktop Couch, Python and Quickly

Desktop Couch is pre-installed on every Ubuntu desktop, from version 9.10
onwards. The developers of Ubuntu have always been interested in lowering
the barriers of entry for new programmers. To promote this, they have
developed ‘Quickly’ [8] to provide a way for beginner programmers to get
started using Python to create desktop applications.

Many programmers of my generation - I started coding in 1998 - used
Microsoft Visual Basic to get started. Quickly is similar to this. The in-
novative aspect is that it uses Desktop Couch for persistence, so that an
‘opportunistic’ developer can be productive without needing to worry about
database setup. The other advantage is that, once data is stored in Desktop
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Couch, it is replicated to the UbuntuOne service, so that the data can be
retrieved on other machines or devices running CouchDB as well.



Section 4

Using CouchDB

This section contains a brief tutorial introduction to CouchDB.

4.1 Motivation

My motivation for including this section is that CouchDB is still a rela-
tively new product. Version 1.0 was released in July 2010. (For a list of
retrospective pieces marking the occasion of the 1.0 release, see [47].)

As CouchDB is still quite new, it can at times be difficult to find or fol-
low documentation. Consequently, I wrote this section to help myself under-
stand and work through a few of the more important aspects of CouchDB’s
application programming interface (API).

A wider aim of this MSc project is to investigate how ready CouchDB is
for wider adoption in the community of ‘corporate’ web applications devel-
opers. I have worked for about 10 years as a Microsoft-platform applications
developer, so I consider myself fairly typical of this group.

The two main sources of information for this section were the CouchDB
book [13], also available on-line at: http://guide.couchdb.org/, and the
HTTP Document API, available at: http://wiki.apache.org/couchdb/

HTTP_Document_API.

4.2 Hosted CouchDB Service Providers

I strongly recommend that, if you are reading this section, you sign up for
an on-line instance of CouchDB from CouchOne (http://www.couchone.
com/get). At time of writing (September 2010) the service is in beta and is
free-of-charge.

Please note that, after signing up for an online instance of CouchDB, it
is important to protect it with a strong username and password.

21

http://guide.couchdb.org/
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http://wiki.apache.org/couchdb/HTTP_Document_API
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http://www.couchone.com/get
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4.3 Installing CouchDB

In addition to the hosted service, I installed CouchDB locally on Ubuntu
10.04 using the installer from http://www.couchone.com/get. Installers
also exist, at the same URL, for Windows and Mac. I installed the current
version at time of writing, which was 1.0.1.

(As already noted, Ubuntu has an instance of CouchDB - Desktop Couch
- pre-installed. It is also possible to install a separate, ‘standard’ instance of
CouchDB on an Ubuntu machine, using the installer from CouchOne. This
is what I have done for this project.)

4.4 Inserting a Document into a CouchDB Database

As mentioned previously, any program with an HTTP library can be used
to post documents to a CouchDB server.

For this MSc project, I took the approach of going back to first principles
and using command-line tools to interact with CouchDB.

To upload a document from the terminal or command-line, we use ‘cURL’,
which is a command-line tool for getting or sending files using URL syntax1.
[51]

To create a database called ‘addressbook’2 on a remotely hosted CouchDB
instance, we use the following syntax:

curl -X PUT http://username:password@mick.couchone.com/addressbook

(username and password are placeholders for my real username and pass-
word.)

To delete a CouchDB database we issue the statement with the HTTP
DELETE verb:

curl -X DELETE http://username:password@mick.couchone.com/addressbook

(Please re-create the database once again, if you wish to follow the steps
laid out in this tutorial section.)

In Section 3 above, we saw a document in JSON format, containing the
address details for a certain John Smith, residing in New York.

If this document were to be stored in a file named john-smith.json,
the cURL syntax for uploading this document to the addressbook database
would be as follows:

1If cURL is not pre-installed with your operating system, you can download it from
http://curl.haxx.se/download.html.

2Ed Parcell [42] has written a useful tutorial on creating a CouchDB address book
application.

http://www.couchone.com/get
http://curl.haxx.se/download.html
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curl -H Content-Type:application/json \

-X POST http://username:password@mick.couchone.com/addressbook/

-d @john-smith.json

cURL syntax is explained here: [44]. Briefly:

• -H introduces the HTTP Header;

• -X POST instructs cURL to use an HTTP POST (instead of a GET)
request;

• -d introduces the data to be sent;

• @ denotes that what follows is a file name.

All data in CouchDB is stored in JSON format, together with a unique
key and revision version number - so that, in CouchDB, the resulting docu-
ment would have id and rev values as follows:

{

"_id": "760cd53c55a93497067f90d6242fc25e",

"_rev": "1-91bce055fc8db86480400321079f0834",

"firstName": "John",

"lastName": "Smith",

"age": 25,

"address": {

"streetAddress": "21 2nd Street",

"city": "New York",

"state": "NY",

"postalCode": "10021"

},

"phoneNumber": [

{ "type": "home", "number": "212 555-1234" },

{ "type": "fax", "number": "646 555-4567" }

]

}

This document may be retrieved online, here: http://mick.couchone.
com/addressbook/760cd53c55a93497067f90d6242fc25e. The output is
unformatted JSON.

To view the output as formatted JSON, we may copy the output into
the JSONLint validator: http://jsonlint.com.

http://mick.couchone.com/addressbook/760cd53c55a93497067f90d6242fc25e
http://mick.couchone.com/addressbook/760cd53c55a93497067f90d6242fc25e
http://jsonlint.com
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Figure 4.1: JSONLint

The entire addressbook database can also be viewed using ‘Futon’, CouchDB’s
management console: http://mick.couchone.com/_utils/database.html?
addressbook.

Figure 4.2: Futon

In some scenarios, we may wish CouchDB to use meaningful document
id values, rather than a meaningless string of random characters.

For example, it would be useful for us to store the British Council Zambia
address at a memorable URL, http://mick.couchone.com/addressbook/
british-council-zambia.

http://mick.couchone.com/_utils/database.html?addressbook
http://mick.couchone.com/_utils/database.html?addressbook
http://mick.couchone.com/addressbook/british-council-zambia
http://mick.couchone.com/addressbook/british-council-zambia
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To achieve this, we use HTTP PUT instead of POST, specifying the
URL we wish to ‘put’ to, as follows:

curl -H Content-Type:application/json

-X PUT

http://username:password@mick.couchone.com/addressbook/british-council-zambia

-d @british-council-zambia.json

This is the resulting document in CouchDB:

{

"_id": "british-council-zambia",

"_rev": "1-da7bcd810c608d6fbcb9ce92e9ade343",

"company": "British Council Zambia",

"address": {

"streetAddress": "Heroes Place\nCairo Road\nPO Box 34571",

"city": "Lusaka",

"country": "Zambia"

}

}

As a result, this document may be retrieved at the intended location:
http://mick.couchone.com/addressbook/british-council-zambia. The
resulting JSON output may be consumed and transformed by a client ap-
plication using JavaScript or some other programming language.

Figure 4.3: Document viewed using Futon

http://mick.couchone.com/addressbook/british-council-zambia
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4.5 Deleting a Document

When deleting a document, we need to provide the revision value in the
query string (a ‘query string’ is the section of a URL following a question
mark ?).

By requiring the revision value, CouchDB ensures that the client appli-
cation has a reference to the latest version of a document before it allows
that document to be deleted.

The following command will delete the existing British Council Zambia
document from the database:

curl -X DELETE http://username:password@mick.couchone.com/addressbook/

british-council-zambia?rev=1-da7bcd810c608d6fbcb9ce92e9ade343

4.6 Updating a Document

Similarly, when updating a document, the revision value must be supplied, to
ensure that the application making the update is aware of the latest version
of the document. CouchDB will return a Document update conflict error
if an update is attempted on an ‘old’ version of a document.

As we are updating a ‘named’ document, we use the PUT verb, instead
of POST.

The following command will update John Smith’s record with the con-
tents of the file john-smith-v2.json:

curl -X PUT http://username:password@mick.couchone.com/addressbook/

760cd53c55a93497067f90d6242fc25e?rev=1-da7bcd810c608d6fbcb9ce92e9ade343

-d @john-smith-v2.json

4.7 Adding Attachments

CouchDB provides us with a way to save attachments, for example image
files, to a database. The Activity Mapping project uses national flag icons
from http://www.famfamfam.com/lab/icons/flags/3

The following command will upload the flag of Zambia (zm.png) as an
attachment to the British Council Zambia address record:

curl -H Content-Type:image/png -X PUT

http://username:password@mick.couchone.com/addressbook/

british-council-zambia/flag?rev=3-e6fbb83f5aa5c2e2111b5b14559115af

--data-binary @zm.png

3Many thanks to Mark James for creating these files and making them available for
free use.

http://www.famfamfam.com/lab/icons/flags/
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The uploaded image may be viewed here: http://mick.couchone.com/
addressbook/british-council-zambia/flag.

4.8 Replication

One particularly interesting, and extremely useful, aspect of CouchDB is its
ability to replicate data between separate CouchDB instances.

Continuing with the example above, let us imagine that we want to have
a replica of the addressbook on our local machine, so that we can work on
it in off-line mode.

If the addressbook database does not already exist on the local machine,
we can create it as follows:

curl -X PUT http://127.0.0.1:5984/addressbook

To replicate the addressbook database to the local machine, we use the
following command:

curl -H Content-Type:application/json

-X POST http://127.0.0.1:5984/_replicate

-d ’{"source":"http://username:password@mick.couchone.com/addressbook",

"target":"http://127.0.0.1:5984/addressbook"}’

Note that, if using cURL on Microsoft Windows, we need to exclusively
use double quotes, backslash-escaping where necessary:

curl -H Content-Type:application/json

-X POST http://127.0.0.1:5984/_replicate

-d "{\"source\":\"http://username:password@mick.couchone.com/addressbook\",

\"target\":\"http://127.0.0.1:5984/addressbook\"}"

As a result, the replica of the database is now available on the local
machine.

4.9 Querying a CouchDB Database using Map-
Reduce

So far, we have seen how data is entered on to CouchDB, and a little of how
replication works. Now we turn to how to query the database.

Data is retrieved from CouchDB using a map-reduce function, usually
written in JavaScript (although it is also possible to write CouchDB map-
reduce functions in Erlang).

The map-reduce paradigm was popularised by Google’s 2004 paper [23]
describing how it is used to distribute calculations across large clusters of

http://mick.couchone.com/addressbook/british-council-zambia/flag
http://mick.couchone.com/addressbook/british-council-zambia/flag
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commodity machines. In effect, it works in two stages: the ‘map’ stage
ranges over the document collection, and emits a value for each document it
encounters; the ‘reduce’ stage is used when a calculation of the intermediate
values is required.

In a blog posting for this project http://klena02.wordpress.com/

2010/02/01/couchdb/ I work through a small example of how to retrieve
some United Kingdom parliamentary election data from CouchDB using a
map-reduce function.

The data relates to the 2005 UK election, and was taken from http:

//www.electoralcalculus.co.uk.

Figure 4.4: election-2005 database

(As you can see from the URL, this is on a CouchDB instance running
on my local machine, rather than on the web.)

Here is an example of a document stored in the database, with the results
from a single constituency:

[http://localhost:5984/election-2005/Aberavon]

{

"_id":"Aberavon",

"_rev":"2-4defd6a39cb379b4480a72ddb0ab2ee5",

"mp":"Hywel Francis",

"electorate":51079,

"con":3062,

http://klena02.wordpress.com/2010/02/01/couchdb/
http://klena02.wordpress.com/2010/02/01/couchdb/
http://www.electoralcalculus.co.uk
http://www.electoralcalculus.co.uk
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"lab":18077,

"lib":4138,

"pc":3546,

"oth":1278

}

CouchDB can hold two types of document: the most common type of
document is one which contains data, such as the one above showing electoral
results for Aberavon.

The other type of CouchDB document is known as a design document.
Design documents are used to store code as opposed to data.

The CouchDB design document ‘con’ has been defined with two ‘views’
of the data.

The first view, ‘Conservative Votes’, simply ranges over the document
collection in a map function.

The second view, ‘Conservative Votes Total’, combines the map function
with a reduce function to output the sum of all conservative votes (analogous
to a GROUP BY in SQL):

[http://localhost:5984/election-2005/_design/con]

{

"_id":"_design/con",

"_rev":"6-95b012f051cee87dc7a36d73cef8f2c8",

"language":"javascript",

"views":

{

"Conservative Votes":

{

"map":"function(doc) {\n emit(doc.con, doc._id);\n}"

},

"Conservative Votes Total":

{

"map":"function(doc) {\n emit(null, doc.con);\n}",

"reduce":"function(keys, values) {\n return sum(values);\n}"

}

}

}

The sum of Conservative votes (8,782,198) is returned as the result of
the following request:

[http://localhost:5984/election-2005/_design/con/_view/

Conservative%20Votes%20Total]

{
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"rows":[{"key":null,"value":8782198}]

}

It is also possible to emulate a WHERE clause: the following request will
return the constituencies where the Conservative vote was between 1,000 and
2,000:

[http://localhost:5984/election-2005/_design/con/_view/

Conservative%20Votes?startKey=1000&endKey=2000]

Figure 4.5: WHERE clause in CouchDB

This method of retrieving data is certainly cumbersome compared to
using SQL, and one criticism of CouchDB is that it does not provide sophis-
ticated ad-hoc querying capabilities - all queries on the system need to be
defined in terms of map-reduce functions.

The advantage is that every time a map-reduce function is written against
a document collection in CouchDB, a new B-Tree index is created for that
query. From that point on, whenever a new document is added to the col-
lection, the index is incrementally updated.

As a result, the entire system is optimised for fast, indexed retrieval -
this makes it impossible in CouchDB to write a query which performs a
‘table scan’ at run-time - every read is an indexed lookup.



Section 5

Serving HTML from
CouchDB

This section consists of some initial experiments in storing and serving
HTML code with CouchDB, taking advantage of its capabilities as a web
server. My aim is to make an initial evaluation of CouchDB’s suitability as
an environment for web application development.

There is a more advanced way to write applications using CouchDB -
using CouchApp. I intend to explore this in Section 6, but for now I would
like to see how far we can get just using CouchDB on its own.

As we have seen, CouchDB stores data in the form of documents; it stores
HTML and JavaScript application code in so-called ‘Design Documents’.

A design document in CouchDB is a document which stores application
code, rather than data.

5.1 Bulk upload of JSON documents

To demonstrate basic design document usage, I have created a database
called ‘universities’, to investigate how some of the British Council Activity
Mapping data may be served to the web via CouchDB.

The ‘universities’ data set represents a sub-set of the institution records
in the Activity Mapping database. It consists of those universities with
students participating in the Erasmus programme. [21]

I wrote a .Net application using C# code and SQL stored procedures to
export the data out of the project database at work. The data was exported
into a set JSON files. I then transferred these files to my PC at home, which
runs Ubuntu Linux.

31
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Figure 5.1: Folder containing JSON files

To upload these documents from my desktop PC to my CouchDB in-
stance on http:\mick.couchone.com, I wrote a bash script as follows.

The script loops through the folder, and uses cURL to send the data
contained in each to the CouchDB instance on the web. [28] (In Windows,
a similar effect would be achieved using a batch file script).

#!/bin/bash

#host="http://127.0.0.1:5984"

host="http://username:password@mick.couchone.com"

database="universities"

folder="universities"

fileextension=".json"

FILES=./${folder}/*

# create the database

curl -X PUT ${host}/${database}

for filepath in $FILES

do

echo "$filepath"

# get the file name from the file path

filename=$(echo $filepath | sed -e "s/.\/${folder}\///g")

echo $filename

docname=$(echo $filename | sed -e "s/${fileextension}//g")

echo $docname

url="${host}/${database}/${docname}"

echo "$url"

# put the document into CouchDB

echo curl -X PUT "$url" -d @"$filepath"

curl -X PUT "$url" -d @"$filepath"

done

Note that we are using HTTP PUT with cURL to ‘put’ the document

http:\mick.couchone.com
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at a meaningful url. (POST is used when we wish CouchDB to assign a
random ID to the document.)

To put a single document to the web, the command used would be as
follows:

curl -X PUT http://username:password@mick.couchone.com/universities

/Aberystwyth%20University -d @./universities/Aberystwyth%20University.json

Figure 5.2: Documents in CouchDB

The resulting universities database may be viewed online at: http://

mick.couchone.com/_utils/database.html?universities.

5.2 A CouchDB Design Document

As mentioned, application code in CouchDB is stored in design documents.
A CouchDB design document is a document with an id that begins with
_design/. [12]

For the first design document, I have chosen an id of _design/d1. The
aim of this very simple design document is to display (or ‘show’) a single
document using HTML.

The listing below contains the initial code for the design document
_design/d1. It contains a shows section, which in turn contains a sin-
gle ‘show’ function s1. The function returns a JavaScript string which is
rendered as output.

{

"_id": "_design/d1",

http://mick.couchone.com/_utils/database.html?universities
http://mick.couchone.com/_utils/database.html?universities
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"shows": {

"s1": "function(doc,req){

return ’<h1>’ + doc._id + ’</h1>’ +

’<p>latitude: ’ + doc.latitude + ’</p>’ +

’<p>longitude: ’ + doc.longitude + ’</p>’

}"

}

}

Note that shows is a reserved word in a CouchDB design document.
The ‘show’ function s1 takes two parameters: doc and req. doc refers

to the document being rendered; req refers to the request object, and can
be used, for example, to retrieve data passed by a query string in the URL.

Having saved the design document as d1.json, it can be uploaded to
CouchDB in the usual way:

curl -X PUT http://username:password@mick.couchone.com/universities

/_design/d1 -d @d1.json

To render a document (in this case, the one for Aston University) using
the s1 ‘show’ function, we use the following URL: http://mick.couchone.
com/universities/_design/d1/_show/s1/Aston%20University.

Figure 5.3: Document rendered in HTML

This is a rather simple document, but it serves as a proof-of-concept that
CouchDB, as well as storing data, can serve HTML files.

The URL can be read as follows:

• http://mick.couchone.com is the hosted instance of CouchDB;

• universities is the database;

• _design/d1 is the design document;

• _show/s1 is the ‘show’ function, that returns an HTML string;

• Aston%20University is the id of the document to be rendered.

http://mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/d1/_show/s1/Aston%20University
http://mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/d1/_show/s1/Aston%20University
http://mick.couchone.com
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5.3 A more complex ‘show’ function

The design document may be extended to show more complex HTML doc-
uments, for example a Google Map for each location.

Figure 5.4: Document data rendered using Google Maps

This page is available at: http://mick.couchone.com/universities/

_design/d1/_show/map1/Aston%20University.
As can be seen from the URL, the ‘show’ function which returns the

HTML for the map is map1.
HTML for Google Maps is based on the code from the Google Map

JavaScript API V3 Tutorial, available at: http://code.google.com/apis/
maps/documentation/javascript/tutorial.html.

The full listing of the design document, including the map1 ‘show’ func-
tion, is provided in Appendix A.

It becomes apparent that authoring complex HTML and JavaScript
within a design document, so that it is returned from a JavaScript func-
tion at string, is very cumbersome. For example, every double quote has to
be escaped so that the returned string is valid.

While manually authoring design documents, it can sometimes be easier
to enter text directly into the design document using CouchDB’s manage-
ment console (Futon), rather than uploading documents from the desktop
PC using cURL. However, the process is rather difficult and un-intuitive,
either way.

http://mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/d1/_show/map1/Aston%20University
http://mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/d1/_show/map1/Aston%20University
http://code.google.com/apis/maps/documentation/javascript/tutorial.html
http://code.google.com/apis/maps/documentation/javascript/tutorial.html
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Figure 5.5: Documents may be edited directly using Futon

5.4 Views and Lists

As we saw in Section 4, queries against a CouchDB database take the form
of map-reduce functions.

In a CouchDB design document, such queries are listed in the views

section, and are known as CouchDB ‘view’ functions.
Here, we define a very simple ‘view’ function, simply outputting the _id

field for each document in the collection:

{

"_id": "_design/d1",

"_rev": "3-98e327097d3d7ed5a9454800c25d9ff9",

"shows": {

...

},

"lists": {

...

},

"views": {

"v1": {

"map": "function(doc){emit(doc._id, doc._id)}"

}

}
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}

The output from the ‘view’ function is here: http://mick.couchone.

com/universities/_design/d1/_view/v1.

Figure 5.6: Output from a simple ‘view’ returning document id values

A ‘view’ is in effect a query function which returns a set of results. In
order to display the results to HTML, we may define ‘list’ functions in a
CouchDB design document.

• v1 is a very simple View, simply emitting the document ids.

• l1 is a very simple List, that shows a hyperlink for each document id.

We augment the design document with a ‘list’ function as follows:

{

"_id": "_design/d1",

"_rev": "5-d6da34f482e0ee1a711ed302b9b08bb1",

"shows": {

...

},

"lists": {

"l1": "function(head, req) {

var row;

start({ \"headers\": { \"Content-Type\": \"text/html\" }});

while(row = getRow()) {

send(’<p><a href=\"http://mick.couchone.com/universities

/_design/default/_show/googlemap/’ + row.value + ’\">’ + row.value

+ ’</a></p>’); }}"

},

"views": {

"v1": {

"map": "function(doc){emit(doc._id, doc._id)}"

http://mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/d1/_view/v1
http://mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/d1/_view/v1
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}

}

}

Note the built-in functions start and send:

• start is executed once, at the beginning of the function.

• send is executed once for each row in the dataset.

At the following URL, the ‘list’ function l1 consumes the result set from
the ‘view’ function v1, and displays the resulting HTML: http://mick.

couchone.com/universities/_design/d1/_list/l1/v1

Figure 5.7: The simple ‘view’ rendered using a ‘list’ function

5.5 Lessons Learned

The motivation behind this section was to explore CouchDB design docu-
ments using very simple tools. I found that it is possible to author design
documents in a text editor and upload these to a CouchDB server in the
normal way. However, this approach becomes very cumbersome and difficult
to maintain, as the design document becomes more complex.

Another approach which helped with more complex design documents
was to use CouchDB’s management console, ‘Futon’, to make in-place amend-
ments to documents. This, however, also has its limitations. Fundamentally,
the problem is that it is very difficult to write HTML as if it were the output
of a JavaScript function.

As a result of working through this exercise in simple application develop-
ment, we have gained a deeper understanding of the structure of a CouchDB
design document. In the following section, we will look at CouchApp, which
is a development framework used to create full-featured applications using
CouchDB design documents.

http://mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/d1/_list/l1/v1
http://mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/d1/_list/l1/v1


Section 6

Serving GeoRSS using
CouchApp

This section details the development process used to build more full-featured
CouchDB applications. I will add GeoRSS functionality to an existing
CouchDB blogging application, Sofa, and conclude with some comments
on how to build an application from scratch to serve GeoRSS.

GeoRSS (http://www.georss.org) is a standard for interoperable syn-
dicated feeds of geographical information. One very common use of GeoRSS
is to create feeds which can be displayed on online maps.

6.1 Introduction to CouchApp

As we saw in the previous section, it is possible to create HTML and
JavaScript applications in CouchDB design documents.

CouchApp (http://couchapp.org) is a set of Python scripts developed
by J Chris Anderson and Benoit Chesneau to enable easier authoring and
deployment of complex design documents. [29]

I will not go into detail on installation of CouchApp, but refer the reader
to the instructions and tutorials at http://couchapp.org.

The key benefit of CouchApp from an application developer’s perspec-
tive is that it creates a set of separate files for each element of the design
document. From the developer’s perspective, a CouchDB design document,
is, in fact, a web application project - CouchApp helps us to keep each
element separate so that development proceeds in an organised fashion.

6.2 Sofa - a Blogging Application

The reference application for CouchApp is Sofa, a blogging application. The
source code for Sofa is available here: http://github.com/jchris/sofa.
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http://www.georss.org
http://couchapp.org
http://couchapp.org
http://github.com/jchris/sofa
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I would like to make it absolutely clear that Sofa was created by J Chris
Anderson. I made a small number of changes to 3 files on my copy of it, in
order to use the platform for serving GeoRSS data.

Sofa allows a user to enter blog posts, and provides an RSS feed of the
posts. I took this as a starting point, and, with the help of J Chris Anderson
and others on the couchdb-users mailing list, amended the RSS output to
serve GeoRSS.

I describe the changes I made in more detail in Appendix B.

Figure 6.1: Sofa amended to accept latitude and longitude

The instance of Sofa that I amended is available here: http://mick.

couchone.com/blog/_design/sofa/_list/index/recent-posts

The GeoRSS feed is here: http://mick.couchone.com/blog/_design/
sofa/_list/index/recent-posts?descending=true&limit=10&format=atom

The GeoRSS feed on Google Maps is available here: http://maps.

google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=http:%2F%2Fmick.

couchone.com%2Fblog%2F_design%2Fsofa%2F_list%2Findex%2Frecent-posts%

3Fdescending%3Dtrue%26limit%3D10%26format%3Datom&sll=37.0625,-95.

677068&sspn=35.547176,56.513672&ie=UTF8&z=3

http://mick.couchone.com/blog/_design/sofa/_list/index/recent-posts
http://mick.couchone.com/blog/_design/sofa/_list/index/recent-posts
http://mick.couchone.com/blog/_design/sofa/_list/index/recent-posts?descending=true&limit=10&format=atom
http://mick.couchone.com/blog/_design/sofa/_list/index/recent-posts?descending=true&limit=10&format=atom
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=http:%2F%2Fmick.couchone.com%2Fblog%2F_design%2Fsofa%2F_list%2Findex%2Frecent-posts%3Fdescending%3Dtrue%26limit%3D10%26format%3Datom&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=35.547176,56.513672&ie=UTF8&z=3
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=http:%2F%2Fmick.couchone.com%2Fblog%2F_design%2Fsofa%2F_list%2Findex%2Frecent-posts%3Fdescending%3Dtrue%26limit%3D10%26format%3Datom&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=35.547176,56.513672&ie=UTF8&z=3
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=http:%2F%2Fmick.couchone.com%2Fblog%2F_design%2Fsofa%2F_list%2Findex%2Frecent-posts%3Fdescending%3Dtrue%26limit%3D10%26format%3Datom&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=35.547176,56.513672&ie=UTF8&z=3
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=http:%2F%2Fmick.couchone.com%2Fblog%2F_design%2Fsofa%2F_list%2Findex%2Frecent-posts%3Fdescending%3Dtrue%26limit%3D10%26format%3Datom&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=35.547176,56.513672&ie=UTF8&z=3
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=http:%2F%2Fmick.couchone.com%2Fblog%2F_design%2Fsofa%2F_list%2Findex%2Frecent-posts%3Fdescending%3Dtrue%26limit%3D10%26format%3Datom&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=35.547176,56.513672&ie=UTF8&z=3
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Figure 6.2: Sofa GeoRSS feed on Google Maps

6.3 Developing with CouchApp

In this section, I describe the process of developing a simple CouchApp from
scratch, using lessons learned from the amendments I made to Sofa.

As discussed, CouchApp, is, fundamentally, a system for managing a
complex CouchDB design document. It does this by separating each area of
the design document into a separate file.

As an example, for the British Council Activity Mapping Project, we
want to create a design document bc.

To do this, we navigate to the folder where couchapp is installed, and
run the following command:

couchapp generate bc

On my Ubuntu Linux PC, the full command line looks like this:

michael@dell:~/couchapp$ couchapp generate bc

This command creates a folder structure which matches the eventual
structure of the design document that we want to create.

• The Views folder contains map.js and, when needed, reduce.js files
for each CouchDB View. A View can be thought of as a query against
the database.

• The Shows folder contains .js files corresponding to each ‘Show’ func-
tion in the design document. A Show is a function used to transform
a single document into HTML.

• Similarly, the Lists folder contains .js files, one for each ‘List’ func-
tion in the eventually generated design document. A List is used to
transform a set of documents returned by a View into HTML.
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Figure 6.3: Files generated by CouchApp

The screen-shot illustrates the files generated by CouchApp. Some ad-
ditions have been made to the default files, as follows:

• To make sure that .couchapprc is visible, it may be necessary to ‘show
hidden files’ in the file browser. This file is required later, when we
upload the design document to CouchDB.

• I added a templates folder. This folder contains the georss.html

template that is used to create the GeoRSS feed.

• I added a lib folder. This folder contains the mustache.js file, copied
from Sofa. I discuss the reason for adding this file in more detail below.

To illustrate the use of CouchApp files, I will initially use the simple
functions s1, l1 and v1 which were introduced in Section 5.

To generate a ‘Show’ function s1, we navigate to the bc folder:

michael@dell:~/couchapp$ cd bc

. . . and run the following command:

michael@dell:~/couchapp/bc$ couchapp generate show s1
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couchapp generate show creates a stub for a Show function, which we
can fill in using a text editor. A Show function takes a single CouchDB
document, and transforms it to HTML.

Figure 6.4: s1.js, in a file generated by CouchApp

Similarly, couchapp generate list l1 will create a ‘List’ function l1.
In the case of views, couchdb generate view v1 will generate a folder

named v1, containing two files - map.js and reduce.js.
We recall that, in CouchDB a View is, in effect, a query against the

database.
As v1 is a very simple View, with a map function but no reduce function,

we remove the empty reduce.js from the folder as it is not needed. (It’s
important to do this: if we supply an empty reduce function, then the View
will return no values.)

Figure 6.5: Remove the reduce.js file if it is not needed
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6.4 Deployment

CouchApp uses Python scripts to merge all the separate files into a design
document, and to send the resulting design document using the correct
HTTP commands to the CouchDB server.

So that CouchApp knows what server to send the document to, we need
to amend the .couchapprc file:

{ "env":

{ "default":

{ "db":"http://username:password@mick.couchone.com/universities" }

}

}

So far, we have uploaded a very simple design document to CouchDB,
just as we did in Section 5. This had demonstrated how much easier it is to
develop solutions with the CouchApp framework, rather than working with
design documents directly.

6.5 Using templates

In this section, we complete the project’s aim of serving university project
data from the British Council Activity Mapping Project using CouchDB.

For this, we will make use of mustache.js, a templating system used
for Sofa [35]. Mustache allows us to create HTML or XML output by trans-
forming a set of documents. It provides the ability to iterate through sets
of values and output HTML or XML in the exact way we wish.

Firstly, let us generate a simple View, all. This consists of a map.js

file as follows (the corresponding reduce.js file has been deleted).

couchapp generate view all

The contents of map.js are as follows:

function(doc) {

emit(doc._id, doc);

}

This simply outputs the content of all the documents in the collection, at
the following URL: http://mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/
bc/_view/all.

The next step is to create a List function, to transform the contents of
the View:

couchapp generate list georss

http://mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/bc/_view/all
http://mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/bc/_view/all
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This creates a file called georss.js.
I added some code, derived from that in Sofa, which ‘packages’ the data

from the View and sends it, using mustache.js, to a template file.
The full text of the file is provided in Appendix C.
The template itself, georss.html is stored in the templates directory.

The full text is provided in Appendix D, but the main part of the file is also
reproduced below.

{{# institutions }}

<entry >

<id >{{ id }}</id>

<title >{{ id }}</title >

<content type="html">

{{# has_programmes }}

{{# programmes }}

&lt;p&gt;{{ name }}

{{# has_countries }}

{{# countries }}

&lt;img src="http :// mick.couchone.com/

countries /{{ country }}/ flag" alt ="{{

country }}" title ="{{ country }}"/&gt;

{{/ countries }}

{{/ has_countries }}

&lt;/p&gt;

{{/ programmes }}

{{/ has_programmes }}

</content >

<point >{{ latitude }} {{ longitude }}</point >

</entry >

{{/ institutions }}

Each institution has a list of British Council programmes associated with
it. The code loops through each of the programmes, and if the programme
has a list of countries, the flags of those countries are emitted.

(The flags are uploaded to a countries database. The flags themselves
come from: http://www.famfamfam.com/lab/icons/flags/, as noted in
Section 4. The bash script used to upload the files to CouchDB is provided
in Appendix E.)

The GeoRSS feed is available here: http://mick.couchone.com/universities/
_design/bc/_list/georss/all.

The resulting Google Map may be viewed here: http://maps.google.

com/?q=http://mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/bc/_list/georss/

all.

http://www.famfamfam.com/lab/icons/flags/
http://mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/bc/_list/georss/all
http://mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/bc/_list/georss/all
http://maps.google.com/?q=http://mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/bc/_list/georss/all
http://maps.google.com/?q=http://mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/bc/_list/georss/all
http://maps.google.com/?q=http://mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/bc/_list/georss/all
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Figure 6.6: Activity Mapping data from CouchDB on Google Maps

This illustration shows that CouchDB can be used as a replacement
for the current flat files used for the British Council Activity Map project:
http://activitymap.britishcouncil.org.

The key factors in achieving this outcome have been the use of CouchApp
and a server-side JavaScript templating framework (in this case, Mustache).

http://activitymap.britishcouncil.org


Section 7

Critical Assessment and
Conclusion

This MSc project investigated the suitability of CouchDB as a platform for
business application development. Why should an applications developer
in a corporate environment choose to develop an application on CouchDB,
as opposed to simply using tried-and-trusted products such as PHP and
MySql, or C# and SQL Server?

The first comment to make is that it is not necessarily an ‘either-or’
scenario. In this project, CouchDB is used as a web publishing layer in sup-
port of an existing application written using C# and SQL Server. I believe
that this is a trend which is likely to continue: so-called ‘NoSql’ may readily
be used alongside relational databases, with each deployed according to its
strengths. In the British Council Activity Project, relational integrity is im-
portant when putting the data together (using the internal ASP.Net/SQL
Server application). For the publicly-available web layer, CouchDB is more
suitable, since all we really need to do is render structured documents using
XML, HTML and JavaScript.

7.1 Why might a developer choose CouchDB?

One distinctive feature that CouchDB provides is that it is both a web server
and a database. As such, server-side code is simply stored as another kind
of document. CouchDB makes use of communication over HTTP to easily
replicate both data and code between remote servers and local machines.
This gives a developer a key advantage - the ability to have data and code
replicated in many places so that the user has high-speed access to it, even
without a good internet connection. Distributed data and application code
are important for reliable computing.

Such replication cannot be achieved easily using conventional web appli-
cations. Even considering the maturity of prevailing technology, replication

47
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of code and data, together as a unit, is difficult and expensive.
The lesson I have gained from working with CouchDB is that document-

oriented storage is closer to the desired end-product of web development
(which is itself a document, in HTML or XML format). CouchDB is natively
simpler for web use than conventional databases which were conceived and
designed long before the web existed.

Web development with MySql or SQL Server appears easy only because
of the existence of Object-Relational Mapping (O/RM) tools. The process
of getting normalised data out of a relational database and displaying it on a
web page is, in fact, quite complex. In comparison, for CouchDB, relatively
simple tools such as CouchApp and Mustache do the same work of taking
data and transforming it into useful formats for the web.

A further benefit of CouchDB is that it is standards-based. All commu-
nication with CouchDB takes place via standard HTTP verbs; in addition,
it makes use of JSON, a widely adopted standard, as a document stor-
age format. The use of HTTP as a communications standard in particular
means that existing programming languages and command-line tools such
as cURL are compatible with CouchDB. Learning about CouchDB actually
assists with learning about the HTTP protocol.

A potential driver for development with CouchDB is that of cost -
CouchDB is designed for robustness and reliability on commodity-grade
hardware. (During the time I was working on this project, CouchOne started
making hosted database capacity available at zero cost as a beta service at
http://www.couchone.com/get.)

7.2 CouchDB’s challenges

As someone with experience of traditional applications development, I wanted
to investigate the feasibility of creating a web application using this inno-
vative technology. I found that it was, indeed, possible to use CouchDB
design documents to transform data into useful formats for the web, such as
GeoRSS and HTML.

The challenges revealed while developing on the CouchDB platform were
as follows:

• writing queries as map-reduce functions instead of as SQL;

• understanding the structure of design documents;

• the use of server-side JavaScript functions to transform documents to
HTML and XML.

The task was made easier by tools, such as CouchApp and the Mus-
tache templating engine. Without them, as seen in Section 5, the process of
transforming data is possible, but cumbersome.

http://www.couchone.com/get
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CouchDB is still a new product, and as such, there is a lack of ‘entry-
level’ documentation aimed at mainstream developers.

A further challenge for developers using CouchDB is the lack of SQL-
style ad-hoc querying. Every query against the database is a pre-compiled
map-reduce function. Many developers are used to ‘thinking’ in SQL. Map-
Reduce is a different way of expressing an information need - it is not nec-
essarily more difficult than SQL, but the learning curve is significant.

7.3 Conclusion

The ‘NoSql’ movement in database technology has come about largely as
a result of the advances proposed by large-scale web applications providers
such as Google, Amazon, Facebook and Yahoo!

Questions of large-scale data storage at low cost using CouchDB were
outside the scope of this particular project, but examples such as that of the
BBC [17] and the Large Hadron Collider [18] are documented elsewhere.

This project’s focus was on the web development process at more con-
ventional scale.

The project demonstrated the importance of the CouchApp framework
as an aid to developer productivity. As CouchDB matures as a product
over the coming years (together with other ‘NoSql’ offerings), the set of
tools available to developers will increase. I suspect also that developers
will happily begin to adopt non-relational, document-oriented approaches to
data persistence for certain applications, if this increases their productivity.

Based on my experiments, I believe that this technology has immense
potential for web and database developers who want to make applications
and data available (with replication) at low latency.

For CouchDB, the lack of ad-hoc querying remains an issue. For this
reason, I think that CouchDB has a future mainly as a caching, publishing,
or reporting layer in support of existing, relational, business applications.
This is what is meant by ‘the end of one size fits all’ [45] - in the coming
years, relational databases will continue alongside ‘NoSql’ offerings, each
doing what it is best suited for.



Appendix A

Design Document d1

This is the CouchDB design document described in Section 5.
The design document is also available online: http://mick.couchone.

com/_utils/document.html?universities/_design/d1#source.
It contains two ‘show’ functions: the first, s1, returns some simple

HTML; the second, map1, returns the HTML to render part of the doc-
ument data on a Google Map.

A simple example: http://mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/
d1/_show/s1/University%20of%20Aberdeen

A Google Map example: http://mick.couchone.com/universities/

_design/d1/_show/map1/University%20of%20Aberdeen

Note the difficulty of this mode of design document development: all
HTML is returned as a string from a server-side JavaScript function - this
means that all double-quotes, for example, need to be backslash-escaped.
This is very tedious to do by hand.

As seen in Section 6, the CouchApp framework allows us to develop
each HTML file in the normal way, before packaging the files into a design
document and sending it to the CouchDB server.

{

"_id": "_design/d1",

"_rev": "5- d6da34f482e0ee1a711ed302b9b08bb1",

"shows ": {

"s1": "function(doc ,req){ return

’<h1>’ + doc._id + ’</h1 >’ +

’<p>latitude: ’ + doc.

latitude + ’</p>’ + ’<p>

longitude: ’ + doc.longitude + ’</p>’

}",

"map1": "function(doc ,req){ return ’<!DOCTYPE

html ><html ><head ><meta name =\" viewport \"

content =\" initial -scale =1.0, user -scalable
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http://mick.couchone.com/_utils/document.html?universities/_design/d1#source
http://mick.couchone.com/_utils/document.html?universities/_design/d1#source
http://mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/d1/_show/s1/University%20of%20Aberdeen
http://mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/d1/_show/s1/University%20of%20Aberdeen
http://mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/d1/_show/map1/University%20of%20Aberdeen
http://mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/d1/_show/map1/University%20of%20Aberdeen
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=no\" /><style type =\" text/css\"> html {

height: 100% } body { height: 100%;

margin: 0px; padding: 0px } #map_canvas {

height: 100% }</style ><script type =\" text

/javascript \" src=\" http :// maps.google.

com/maps/api/js?sensor=false\"></script ><

script type =\" text/javascript \"> function

initialize () { var latlng = new google.

maps.LatLng(’ + doc.latitude + ’, ’ + doc.

longitude + ’); var myOptions = {

zoom: 14, center: latlng ,

mapTypeId: google.maps.MapTypeId.ROADMAP

}; var map = new google.maps.Map(

document.getElementById (\" map_canvas \"),

myOptions); var marker = new google

.maps.Marker ({ position: latlng , title :\"’

+ doc._id + ’\"}); var infowindow = new

google.maps.InfoWindow ({ content: \"’ +

doc._id + ’\" }); google.maps.event.

addListener(marker , \"click\", function ()

{ infowindow.open(map ,marker); }); marker.

setMap(map); }</script ></head ><body onload

=\" initialize ()\"> <div id=\" map_canvas \"

style =\" width :100%; height :100%\" > </div

></body ></html >’ }"

}

}



Appendix B

GeoRSS on Sofa

In this appendix, I detail a few small changes I made to 3 files from J Chris
Anderson’s Sofa CouchApp project, in order to enable it to serve GeoRSS
feeds.

The archive of the relevant discussion on the couchdb-user public mail-
ing list is available here: http://mail-archives.apache.org/mod_mbox/

couchdb-user/201007.mbox/%3CAANLkTi=N+SgEwwW92FTUriF4XWgKsMKhdujq_

ikjzR4S@mail.gmail.com%3E.
The changes below refer to files originally found in the Sofa source

code: http://github.com/jchris/sofa. I have indicated my changes with
double-forward-slash comments ().

At the end of vendor/couchapp/lib/atom.js:

exports.header = function(data) {

//

//var f = <feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom"/>;

var f = <feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom"

xmlns:georss="http://www.georss.org/georss"/>;

//

f.title = data.title;

f.id = data.feed_id;

f.link.@href = data.feed_link;

f.link.@rel = "self";

f.generator = "CouchApp on CouchDB";

f.updated = rfc3339(data.updated);

return f.toXMLString().replace(/\<\/feed\>/,’’);

};

exports.entry = function(data) {

var entry = <entry/>;

entry.id = data.entry_id;

entry.title = data.title;
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entry.content = data.content;

entry.content.@type = (data.content_type || ’html’);

entry.updated = rfc3339(data.updated);

entry.author = <author><name>{data.author}</name></author>;

entry.link.@href = data.alternate;

entry.link.@rel = "alternate";

//

entry.point = data.point;

//

return entry;

}

At the end of lists/index.js:

alternate : path.absolute(path.show(’post’, row.id)),

//

//point : row.value.loc[1] + " " + row.value.loc[0]

point : row.value.latitude + " " + row.value.longitude

//

});

// send the entry to client

send(feedEntry);

} while (row = getRow());

}

// close the loop after all rows are rendered

return "</feed>";

});

};

I also made the following rudimentary changes to templates/edit.html:

<!-- form to create a post -->

<form id="new-post" action="new.html" method="post">

<h1>{{pageTitle}}</h1>

<!-- amended for geosofa -->

<p><label>Place Name</label>

<input type="text" size="50" name="title" value=""></p>

<p><label>Latitude</label>

<input type="text" size="50" name="latitude" value=""></p>

<p><label>Longitude</label>

<input type="text" size="50" name="longitude" value=""></p>

<!-- -->

. . . this is further down in templates/edit.html:
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// apply docForm at login.

$("#account").evently({

loggedIn : function(e,r) {

var userCtx = r.userCtx;

postForm = app.docForm("form#new-post", {

id : {{ docid }},

//fields : ["title", "body", "tags"],

fields : ["title", "latitude", "longitude", "body", "tags"],

template : {

type : "post",

format : "markdown",

author : userCtx.name

},



Appendix C

georss.js

As can be seen by the signature function(head,req), this is a CouchDB
List function. It takes as input a set of documents returned by a View - in
the simplest case, the View all which simply returns all documents.

What is interesting about this code? Well, it gathers together the a
model of the data in the variable stash, then, uses the Mustache.to_html

function to send the ‘stash’ to a Mustache template file, georss.html. The
contents of this file are provided in Appendix D.

This provides a great deal of templating flexibility.

function(head , req) {

var ddoc = this;

var Mustache = require ("lib/mustache ");

var List = require (" vendor/couchapp/lib/list");

provides ("html", function () {

var key = "";

var stash = {

institutions : List.withRows(function(row) {

var institution = row.value;

key = row.key;

return {

id : institution._id ,

rev : institution._rev ,

institutionID : institution.

institutionID ,

postcode : institution.

postcode ,

latitude : institution.latitude ,

longitude : institution.longitude ,

constituency : institution.constituency ,

localAuthority : institution.
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localAuthority ,

region : institution.region ,

has_programmes : institution.programmes ?

true : false ,

programmes : institution.programmes ?

institution.programmes.map(

function(programme) {

return {

name : programme.name ,

url : programme.url ,

has_countries : programme.countries

? true : false ,

countries : programme.countries ?

programme.countries.map(function(

country) {

return {

country :

country

}

}) : [] // return

nothing if no

countries

}

}) : [] // return nothing if no

programmes

};

})

};

return Mustache.to_html(ddoc.templates.georss ,

stash);

});

}



Appendix D

georss.html

The georss.html code uses the Mustache templating system to transform
the data from a CouchDB document into a valid GeoRSS-format file.

The code below goes hand-in-hand with the georss.js file described in
Appendix C.

Note, in particular, the iteration code: the section between {{#countries}}

and {{/countries}} will execute once for each country listed in a particular
programme.

Here is an example of a typical document which is transformed by the
template code.

{

"_id": "University of St Andrews",

"_rev": "1-7a29159d52cd71b9f6759ad6d3884945",

"institutionID": "15161",

"postcode": "KY16 9AJ",

"latitude": "56.3412139443169",

"longitude": "-2.79301175308608",

"constituency": "North East Fife",

"localAuthority": "Fife Council",

"region": "Scotland",

"programmes": [

{

"name": "Chevening Programme",

"url": "http://www.chevening.com/",

"countries": [

"id","mz","tj"

]

},

{

"name": "Commonwealth Scholarship and Fellowship Plan (CSFP)",

"url": "http://www.csfp-online.org/",
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"countries": [

"bd","za"

]

},

]

}

Listed below is the code for georss.html. Even though it is a .html

file, the output it produces is in fact GeoRSS XML format. The .html file
extension is simply there as a convention for Mustache.

<feed xmlns ="http :// www.w3.org /2005/ Atom" xmlns:

georss ="http :// www.georss.org/georss">

<title >British Council Activity Mapping </title >

<id >http :// mick.couchone.com/universities/_design/

bc/_list/georss/all </id>

<link href="http :// mick.couchone.com/universities/

_design/bc/_list/georss/all" rel="self"/>

<generator >CouchApp on CouchDB </generator >

<updated >2010 -09 -12 </ updated >

{{# institutions }}

<entry >

<id >{{ id }}</id>

<title >{{ id }}</title >

<content type="html">

{{# has_programmes }}

{{# programmes }}

&lt;p&gt;{{ name }}

{{# has_countries }}

{{# countries }}

&lt;img src="http :// mick.couchone.com/

countries /{{ country }}/ flag" alt ="{{

country }}" title ="{{ country }}"/&gt;

{{/ countries }}

{{/ has_countries }}

&lt;/p&gt;

{{/ programmes }}

{{/ has_programmes }}

</content >

<point >{{ latitude }} {{ longitude }}</point >

</entry >

{{/ institutions }}

</feed >
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Bash Script to Upload
Country Flag Files

This is a Linux bash script used to upload .png files from a folder, so that
the image files become attachments to a CouchDB document.

An example of an uploaded flag file is: http://mick.couchone.com/

countries/de/flag, the flag of Germany.

#!/bin/bash

# png country flag files from http ://www.famfamfam.

com/lab/icons/flags/

#

# png country flag files are copied to ./ countries/

png/ folder

# (beneath the current folder).

FILES =./ countries/png/*

#

# create countries database in CouchDB

curl -X PUT http :// username:password@mick.couchone.

com/countries

#

for filepath in $FILES

do

echo "$filepath"

# get the file name from the file path

filename=$(echo $filepath | sed -e ’s/.\/ countries

\/png \///g’)

echo "$filename"

docname=$(echo $filename | sed -e ’s/.png//g’)

echo "$docname"

url="http :// username:password@mick.couchone.com/

countries/${docname }/flag"
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echo "$url"

# put the attachment into CouchDB.

# this command creates the ‘ie’ record and puts

the png as an attachment

# under /countries/ie/flag

#curl -H Content -Type:image/png \

#-X PUT http ://127.0.0.1:5984/ countries/ie/flag --

data -binary @ie.png

# echo curl -H Content -Type:image/png -X PUT "$url

" --data -binary @"$filepath"

curl -H Content -Type:image/png -X PUT "$url" --

data -binary @"$filepath"

done
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